We present two approaches for computing rational approximations to multivariate functions, motivated by their effectiveness as surrogate models for high-energy physics (HEP) applications. Our first approach builds on the Stieltjes process to efficiently and robustly compute the coefficients of the rational approximation. Our second approach is based on an optimization formulation that allows us to include structural constraints on the rational approximation, resulting in a semi-infinite optimization problem that we solve using an outer approximation approach. We present results for synthetic and real-life HEP data, and we compare the approximation quality of our approaches with that of traditional polynomial approximations.
Introduction
Optimization problems arising in complex science and engineering applications often involve simulations that are computationally expensive to evaluate (several minutes to hours or more per evaluation).
The simulations are usually nonlinear and black box; in other words, we have no analytic description of the function f (·) that maps the parameter inputs x ∈ D ⊂ R n to simulation outputs. The computational expense limits the number of evaluations we can do during the optimization. A widely used approach to mitigate this difficulty is to use a fast-to-evaluate surrogate model, s(x), as a proxy for the simulation [1] :
, where e(x) denotes the difference between the true function and the surrogate model.
We fit a surrogate model based on a set of pre-evaluated parameter-function value pairs and use it during the optimization search, thus reducing the number of queries to the expensive simulation. Types of surrogate models include Gaussian process models [2] , radial basis functions [3] , multivariate adaptive regression splines [4] , and polynomial regression models [5] .
Polynomial models have several advantages, such as a simple representation and being easy to build and use; however, they have poor extrapolation behavior and are severely limited in their ability to cope with singularities. These drawbacks can reduce their effectiveness at representing elements of the physics in many applications. Because of these drawbacks, one turns to models based on rational functions (quotients of polynomials), whose ability to capture singularities naturally via their poles can make them considerably more powerful than polynomials [6, 7] . Unfortunately, rational approximations can be numerically fragile to compute and are prone to having spurious singularities. Moreover, how to select the appropriate combination of numerator and denominator degree is not always clear.
In this article, we investigate the utility of rational approximations as surrogate models. We propose two methods for computing multivariate rational approximations r(x) = p(x)/q(x). The first approach is based on the univariate methods of [8, 9] and provides a robust and efficient way to compute the coefficients of p(x) and q(x). Although it tries to reduce the propensity for the resulting r(x) to contain unwanted singularities by using ideas from linear algebra to minimize the degree of q(x), it does not guarantee that r(x) will be pole free in the parameter domain.
The second approach uses a constrained optimization formulation that includes structural constraints on r(x) to enforce the absence of poles in D. These constraints are motivated from applications that arise, for example, in high-energy physics (HEP) simulations. Although it is computationally more expensive than the first approach, the second approach allows us to guarantee that the computed approximation is free of poles in the parameter space, which can be crucial in the context of computing surrogate models for use in optimization.
Previous Work on Rational Approximation
The literature on rational approximation is too vast to cover comprehensively here; we refer the reader to standard texts such as [10, Ch. V], [11, Ch. 5] , and [12, for the history and basic concepts.
In this article, we are concerned with multivariate models. Multivariate rational approximation has been studied extensively by Cuyt and co-authors [13, 14] ; in particular, Cuyt and Yang have recently developed practical error bounds [15] .
Our rational approximations are least-squares models, which can be formulated in a nonlinear or linearized fashion as we describe below. Our first approach is an extension of the algorithms for the linearized problem presented in [8, 9, 16] . The nonlinear problem is an example of a separable nonlinear least-squares problem, and algorithms for it often exploit this structure. Examples include the Gauss-Newton algorithm developed by Golub and Pereyra [17] and the full-Newton algorithm of Borges [18] . The so-called "AAA" algorithm of [19] is a particularly interesting recently developed alternative to traditional methods for rational least-squares problems; however, as it currently only works in the univariate context, we do not explore it further here. Of course, least-squares approximations are not the only type of rational model. Recent work of interest on rational models other than simple least-squares approximations includes the rational minimax approximation algorithm of [20] .
One of the appeals of a least-squares approach to rational approximation is that it is naturally robust to noise in the data being fit. Salazar Celis, Cuyt, and Verdonk [21] have developed an alternative approach to rational approximation in the face of noisy or uncertain data that computes an uncertainty interval for each datum and then solves a quadratic optimization problem to find a rational function that passes through all uncertainty intervals.
High-Energy Physics Motivation
Our work is motivated by simulations for studying complex physical phenomena, especially in highenergy physics. Simulations are often used to guide our real-world experiments in order to find "interesting" physics or to verify that the models we derive from our physics understanding are in agreement with the experiments [22] . However, these simulations (as well as physics experiments) are generally resource intensive (computationally or other) [23] . A single simulation may require many hours of compute time on a modern supercomputer, thus limiting the number of simulation runs that can realistically be done.
This fact severely limits many applications that require extensive parameter space exploration. Our aim is to replace the costly simulations with rational approximations that are much cheaper to evaluate.
In particular, we want to construct and numerically optimize an objective function over a space of model parameters that is defined as the mismatch between experimental data and simulation predictions.
Outline of the Paper
In section 2, we establish our notation and describe the types of models that we will generate. In section 3, we devise a method for constructing rational approximation models based on linear algebra. This approach is flexible and easy to implement, but it has the drawback that singularities may be present.
Although singularities are acceptable in some contexts, we generally have to prevent singularities in particular regions of the parameter space because they may cause an unbounded objective function in our optimization procedure, which is not acceptable. In section 4, we describe a separate approach based on semi-infinite optimization that allows us to achieve this goal. In section 5, we present some numerical results, and in section 6 we describe our high-energy physics application and show the superior performance of our pole-free rational approximations over polynomial approximations and rational approximations with poles. In section 7, we summarize our key findings and discuss potential avenues for further research.
Notation and Setup
We denote by n the number of parameters in our model, and our generic variables are x 1 , . . . , x n . By the degree of an n-variate monomial x i1 1 · · · x in n , we mean its total degree, in other words, the sum i 1 + · · · + i n , as distinguished from its maximal degree max(i 1 , . . . , i n ). The degree of an n-variate polynomial is the maximum of the degrees of its constituent monomials. We write P n d for the space of all n-variate polynomials of degree at most d; this is a real vector space of dimension α(d) = n+d d . Let x (0) , . . . , x (K−1) be K points in R n , and let f 0 , . . . , f K−1 be the corresponding real data values. Our aim is to find an n-variate rational function r(x) = p(x)/q(x) with p ∈ P n M and q ∈ P n N such that r(x (k) ) ≈ f k for each k. One natural approach is to choose p and q to solve the discrete least-squares problem minimize p,q
but the nonlinearity in q makes this problem challenging. It is usually easier to work with the linearized problem minimize p,q
which is the formulation we will use in the following. Note that the solutions to Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) do not generally coincide.
As written, Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) are incompletely specified. The objective in Eq. (1) depends only on the ratio of p to q, and additional normalization conditions must be imposed to pin down the solution.
Likewise, a normalization condition is needed in Eq.
(2) to exclude the trivial solution p = q = 0. We will address these issues in detail in later sections.
Multivariate Rational Models via Linear Algebra
Our first approach to constructing rational models is based on ideas from linear algebra following [8, 9] ; see also [24] and [12, Ch. 26] . We extend the method of these references to the multivariate case. One such extension has been proposed in [16] ; our method may be viewed as a generalization of that extension to handle situations in which the data used to construct the model come from arbitrary sample points in the parameter space instead of from a tensor product grid.
Basic Algorithm
The basic idea is as follows. Let L = max(M, N ). Given a basis ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ α(L)−1 for P n L , consider the Vandermonde-like matrices V M ∈ R K×α(M ) and V N ∈ R K×α(N ) whose (k, j) entries are ϕ j (x (k) ). Express p and q as
and gather the coefficients a j , b j into vectors a ∈ R α(M ) and b ∈ R α(N ) , respectively. Let F = diag(f 0 , . . . f K−1 ).
Then, since the kth entries of V M a and V N b are p(x (k) ) and q(x (k) ), respectively, the linearized problem Eq.
(2) may be rewritten as the following linear least-squares problem to find coefficients, a, b, that
Just as Eq.
(2) has the trivial solution p = q = 0, Eq. (3) has the trivial solution a = 0, b = 0. To forbid this solution, we impose the normalization condition b 2 = 1. If the choice of b needed to solve Eq. (3) is known, then the corresponding choice of a is given by a = Zb, where Z = V + M F V N and V + M is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of V M . Substituting this relationship into Eq. (3), we are left with the problem to find the coefficients, b, of the denominator that
and this may be solved by taking b to be the right singular vector corresponding to the smallest singular
then the number of data points matches the number of degrees of freedom in p and q, less 1 for the normalization condition. In this case, we expect that the objective in Eq. (4) can be driven to zero, yielding a linearized rational interpolant to the data, sometimes called a multipoint Padé
, this implies that W is rank deficient-it has at least one zero singular value-so b can indeed be chosen to satisfy Eq. (4) with an objective value of zero, as expected.
Discrete Multivariate Orthogonal Polynomials
While in principle one can use any basis ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ α(L)−1 for P n L , some bases are better suited to numerical computation than are others. In particular, it is important that the basis be chosen so that the Vandermonde-like matrices V M and V N are well conditioned. We would ideally choose the basis so that V M and V N have orthonormal columns; in addition to ensuring that operations involving these matrices are robust to rounding error, this would make working with the pseudoinverse of V M trivial, because we would have V + M = V * M . We can accomplish this by choosing ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ α(L)−1 so that they are orthogonal with respect to the discrete inner product 1
on P n L associated with the sample points x (k) . The orthogonality condition ϕ i , ϕ j = δ ij , where δ ij is the Kronecker delta, is precisely the statement that V M and V N have orthonormal columns.
One way to construct such a basis is via a multivariate version of the familiar Stieltjes process [25] from the theory of (univariate) orthogonal polynomials. Discussions may be found elsewhere in the literaturesee, for example, [26, 27] -but to keep this paper self-contained, we describe the process in the form in which we use it here.
The Stieltjes process may be viewed as a variant of the Gram-Schmidt process that orthogonalizes the columns of a Vandermonde matrix without performing the numerically unsavory operation of evaluating high-order monomials, that is, without explicitly forming the matrix itself. In a single variable, it works as follows. We begin by assigning ϕ 0 (x) = 1/ 1, 1 . Then, having constructed ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ j−1 , we construct ϕ j by orthogonalizing xϕ j−1 (x) against ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ j−1 ,
and normalizing,
Since the operation of multiplication by x is self-adjoint (i.e., xϕ, ψ = ϕ, xψ for all ϕ, ψ), the orthogonality condition can be used to show that only the i = j − 1 and i = j − 2 terms in the sum forφ j are nonzero, leading to a three-term recurrence relation for ϕ j . This recurrence can be used to evaluate polynomials that are expressed as linear combinations of the ϕ j at arbitrary points.
The multivariate case works similarly. The key difference is that since there is no canonical ordering of the monomials in several variables-no agreed-upon order in which to list the columns of a multivariate
Vandermonde matrix-we must first select one and then develop a version of the Stieltjes process tailored to that ordering. The ordering we use is as follows. We say that x i1 1 · · · x in n < x j1 1 · · · x jn n if i 1 + · · · + i n < j 1 + · · · + j n or if i 1 + · · · + i n = j 1 + · · · + j n and i k > j k , where k is the smallest index such that i k = j k .
For instance, in n = 3 variables x 1 = x, x 2 = y, and x 3 = z, this ordering lists the monomials of degree 3 or less in the following sequence:
1, x, y, z, x 2 , xy, xz, y 2 , yz, z 2 , x 3 , x 2 y, x 2 z, xy 2 , xyz, xz 2 , y 3 , y 2 z, yz 2 , z 3 .
This order is related to the popular "grevlex" order [28, Sec. 2.2] and has two features that make it convenient. One is that the monomials are ordered by degree. The other is that it yields a simple inductive process for listing the monomials in sequence. This is most easily described by example. To construct the three-variable sequence above, we begin with the constant monomial 1. We then multiply 1 by each of the variables in order to obtain the three linear monomials x, y, and z. To produce the quadratic monomials, we first multiply each of the linear monomials by x, retaining the order, to produce x 2 , xy, and xz. We then multiply by y the linear monomials that do not contain x, giving y 2 and yz. Finally, we multiply the linear monomials that contain neither x nor y-in other words, z-by z, giving z 2 . The cubic monomials are constructed similarly. We multiply all of the quadratic monomials by x to obtain x 3 through xz 2 . Then, we multiply by y the quadratic monomials that do not contain x, giving y 3 through yz 2 . Finally, we multiply by x the lone quadratic monomial that contains neither x nor y to produce z 3 .
The multivariate Stieltjes process that we use is a straightforward outgrowth of this construction. We associate each orthogonal polynomial ϕ j with its corresponding term in the monomial sequence, beginning with the association ϕ 0 ↔ 1. Having constructed ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ j , we construct ϕ j+1 by multiplying the appropriate previously constructed polynomial by the appropriate variable and orthogonalizing. For instance, taking the three-variable case as an example once more, to produce ϕ 12 , which is associated with the monomial x 2 z, we multiply ϕ 6 , which is associated with the monomial xz, by x and then orthogonalize the result against ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ 11 . This process can be easily adapted to compute the Vandermonde-like matrix V L corresponding to ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ α(L)−1 , which is what we really want, rather than the polynomials themselves. Such a version of the process is given in Algorithm 3.1. In implementing this procedure in finite-precision arithmetic, all of the standard caveats about the numerical stability of the Gram-Schmidt processes apply. In particular, some form of reorthogonalization is mandatory to ensure that the columns of the computed V L are orthogonal to working precision. In our implementation, we use the standard technique of performing the orthogonalization twice, which is usually sufficient [29, 30] , [31, §6.9].
Algorithm 3.1: Multivariate Stieltjes Process for Vandermonde-like Matrix
Input : Points x (0) , . . . , x (K−1) ∈ R n that are a set of linear independence for P n L . Output: Vandermonde-like matrix V L corresponding to a basis ϕ 0 , . . . , ϕ α(L)−1 for P n L , orthonormal with respect to Eq. (5), and coefficients r i,j for use in the recurrence of Algorithm 3.2. 
Like the univariate Stieltjes process, the multivariate process produces a recurrence relation that can be used to evaluate polynomials expressed in the generated orthogonal basis at arbitrary points. Unlike the univariate recurrence, the multivariate recurrence cannot be reduced to three terms, but it may possess other structure depending on the monomial ordering that is used. The recurrence generated by 
where the ϕ i ∈ P n L are the orthogonal polynomials associated with the Vandermonde matrix constructed by Algorithm 3.1.
Spurious Poles and Degree Reduction
Rational approximations are powerful because of their ability to capture singularities in the function being approximated with singularities of their own; however, if the approximations are computed naively, one often finds that they possess singularities that bear little resemblance to those of the function under consideration. This can happen even when approximating well-behaved functions of a single variable,
where the unwanted singularities in the approximation are known as spurious poles or Froissart doublets.
This is a serious problem: in our context, an unwanted singularity in the surrogate model leads to an unbounded objective for our optimization procedure, which can be problematic.
Unwanted singularities can be broadly classified into two types: those that arise in the mathematics and those that arise from noise and numerical artifacts. It seems that little can be done about the former;
sometimes the solution to the least-squares problem Eq. (4) really does have a singularity in an undesirable location that does not clearly correspond to a singularity of the function being approximated. Unwanted singularities of the latter type usually emerge when the approximation has more degrees of freedom than are necessary to fit the given data. One advantage of the construction just described is that it affords a natural way to handle this situation. This technique was first described in [8] for univariate approximation;
we extend this idea to the multivariate case.
Our construction calls for computing b in Eq. (4) as the right singular vector of
corresponding to the smallest singular value. If this singular value is nearly zero, then our rational approximation will fit the data nearly exactly. If W has many singular values that are nearly zero, then there are many possible choices for b-and thus many possible rational approximations-that will have this property. The key idea is this: If there are many approximations that will work, one should use the approximation with the lowest-degree denominator. In one dimension, reducing the degree of the denominator by 1 reduces the number of poles of the approximation by 1. If the approximation is already fitting the data well, it is highly likely that the pole that will be eliminated is a spurious one.
Multivariate rational approximations are more complicated than univariate ones: their singularities may not be isolated, and even if we eliminate unnecessary degrees of freedom, they will still, in general, have uncountably many singular points. As such, it is too much to hope that the degree-reduction approach to eliminating unwanted singularities will work as well as it does in the univariate case, especially with noisy input data. We will see this in some of our later experiments. Nevertheless, it can still be highly effective.
The procedure we recommend is summarized in Algorithm 3.3. The algorithm attempts to reduce the denominator degree by 1, checking to see whether this is possible by examining the smallest singular value of the W matrix associated with the reduced degree. If this singular value is smaller than a chosen threshold η, it deems the reduction successful and then tries to reduce the degree by 1 again. It continues until the smallest singular value of W is too large for the reduction to be considered viable. It then repeats the process to reduce the degree of the numerator by considering the problem of fitting an approximation to the reciprocal data.
By considering the nullity of W , we can reduce the degree in steps greater than 1: if W has many singular values that lie below the threshold, we could eliminate many degrees of freedom simultaneously.
Nevertheless, we have found that the stated approach is more robust, especially in the presence of noise.
For this procedure to succeed, the approximation must be expressed in a well-behaved basis such as the discrete orthogonal polynomial basis described in the preceding section. With a badly behaved basis, the singular values of W may not decay as rapidly, resulting in opportunities for degree reduction (and thus for singularity reduction) being missed.
How should we choose the threshold η? With noiseless input data, a singular value of W will be negli-gible if its size relative to the largest singular value is on the order of the rounding error incurred during the computation. In this case, an appropriate choice for η is a small power of 10 times the machine epsilon; for double-precision arithmetic, values such as η = 10 −12 or η = 10 −14 work well. If the input data are noisy, the threshold should be increased so that any singular value below the noise level is regarded as negligible.
For instance, if all but the 6 leading digits of the data are noisy, then setting η = 10 −5 (a factor of 10 larger than the relative noise level of 10 −6 ) may be appropriate. degree to N = 9 and produces a rational approximation with a denominator that generates the contour plot of Fig. 1b . The spurious singularity curves have disappeared.
Multidimensional Rational Approximation with Constraints
The algorithm just described is simple and powerful; however, even with degree reduction, it does not guarantee that the computed approximation is free of singularities in the domain of interest. In this section, we add constraints to the rational approximation problem Eq. (2) that enforce this requirement. We
show that these constraints lead to a semi-infinite optimization problem (see, e.g., [32, 33, 34] ), which we solve using an outer approximation approach due to Polyak [35] . We are motivated by a class of structural constraints that arise in HEP data analysis, for which it is known that the underlying function has no poles in a certain domain D (but may have them outside of D), and we exploit this information by enforcing the same condition for our rational approximation.
Formally, we can write the constraint that "r(x) has no poles in D" as the condition that
However, this condition is not a convenient constraint to add to Eq. (2) because it describes an open set.
Instead, we use the equivalent condition that "q(x) does not change sign in D," which can be written without loss of generality as
where τ > 0 is an arbitrary positive constant. (We use τ = 1 in our experiments.) In most cases, D will be a simple set such as bounded hyper
We then formulate the multivariate constrained rational approximation problem as the following constrained least-squares problem:
This is a linear least-squares problem in the coefficients of the polynomials p(x) and q(x) with a linear semi-infinite constraint; see, for example, the monographs and surveys by [32, 33, 34] .
If q(x) = b T x+b 0 and D is affine, then we can use linear programming duality to replace the semi-infinite constraint by a set of equivalent finite-dimensional affine constraints; see, for example, [34] . In general, however, this transformation does not exist unless we also assume that q(x) is convex, which would add a semi-definite constraint in the quadratic case and more complex conic constraints in general. Hence, we will instead consider an outer approximation approach to solving Eq. (9).
A Practical Algorithm for General Rational Approximation
For general denominators, we apply a method due to Polyak. The algorithm maintains a finite set U of points x (k) ∈ D at which the semi-infinite constraint is enforced. It then alternates between solving the finite-dimensional relaxation of Eq. (9), which at iteration l is given by
and an optimization problem to check Eq. (8) . We let the solution of this problem be p l (x), q l (x), and then solve the following minimization problem to global optimality to check whether Eq. (8) holds:
Either we obtain a new pointx ∈ D that violates q l (x) ≥ τ or we show that q l (x) > 0 for all x ∈ D. Formally, this procedure is defined in Algorithm 4.1.
We note that we can stop the algorithm as soon as q l (x) > 0, which indicates that q(x) has no poles in D. The final p l (x)/q l (x) is the best (least-squares) interpolant that has no poles in D. Unfortunately, the algorithm requires the global minimization of the polynomial q l (x) over D. We can either resort to multistarts (multiple local optimizations starting from different points), or compute an underestimator of q l (x) on D using the reformulation-linearization-technique of [36] . We discuss a practical way of solving the global optimization problem using multistarts in Appendix B.
Numerical Experiments
In this section, we compare the approximation quality and computation times of the rational and polynomial approximation approaches. We also study the effects of using different strategies for sampling the interpolation points from the domain and the effects of constraints on the rational approximation. Input :
Let p l (x), q l (x) be a solution of the relaxation Eq. (10).
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Letx be a (global) minimizer of Eq. (11). The experiments are conducted on fast-to-compute analytic test problems whose functional forms are summarized in Table A .5. The use of these analytic test problems enables us to assess the performance of our algorithms efficiently. We show detailed results for five typical test functions that span the range of the functions of interest in this section, and we summarize the remaining results for the other functions, which are included in the electronic supplement ????. In the following we show the results for Function A.5.4 whose approximation using Taylor series expansions is a polynomial function; Function A.5.7, which is a rational function; Function A.5.15, which is used to describe a resonant particle of mass M and width Γ as a function of the particle's energy E in high-energy physics [37, 38] ; and Functions A.5.16 and A.5.17, whose approximation using Taylor series expansions is a rational function. Note that the domain of Function A.5.16 is close to the true pole.
We sample the interpolation points {x (0) , . . . , x (K−1) } using sparse grids (SGs) [39] and Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) [40] , and we propose a new hybrid strategy called decoupled Latin hypercube design (d-LHD) where the interpolation points are sampled on the faces and inside the domain. A plot of the interpolation points sampled by sing the three different strategies is shown in Fig. 2 . The approximation results change for interpolation points that are sampled by using the LHS and d-LHD strategies because they have randomness. To account for these changes, each experiment is repeated five times using different random number seeds, and we report the mean and other statistics of the performance metrics for these strategies. We also experimented with uniform randomly sampled points, but we found the results to be inferior and therefore do not include them here.
Each functional value f k is obtained by evaluating f at x (k) . The number of interpolation points K is set as twice the sum of the number of degrees of freedom of the polynomials in each approximation given by α(M ) + α(N ) for numerator of degree M and denominator of degree N . We consider both noise-free and noisy data in the experiments. For noisy data, each functional value f k is multiplied by a fraction of the random value φ (k) sampled from a standard normal distribution N (0, 1) as follows:
The approximation r(x) is computed in four ways: (1) p(x) is the polynomial approximation that is computed by a NumPy implementation of finding the linear least-squares solution using singular value decomposition within the driver routine DGELSD [41], (2) r 1 (x) is the rational approximation using Algorithm 3.1 without degree reduction, (3) r 2 (x) is the rational approximation using Algorithm 3.1 with the degree reduction described in Algorithm 3.3, and (4) r 3 (x) is the rational approximation using Algorithm 4.1.
To assess the quality of our approximations, we use a second set of testing points {x (K) , . . . , x (L−1) } on the faces and inside of the domain, and we compute their function values {f K , . . . , f L−1 }. No noise is added to the testing data. We use the l 2 -norm error as a test metric to compare the quality of the approximation r(x):
We consider a solution to be better if it has smaller ∆ r . We assume that the degrees of the numerator and the denominator polynomials of the approximations each are 5 . This choice allows us to approximate test functions in which the polynomials are up to degree 4. Choosing the optimal degree of polynomials is a question that is beyond the scope of this paper.
Effects of Interpolation Point Selection Method
In this section we discuss the choice of the interpolation points using SGs [39] , LHS [40] and d-LHD strategies. SGs, first proposed by Smolyak, are sparse tensor product spaces. We also experimented with a uniform random set of points but observed uncompetitive results. With SGs, the grid points are obtained by combining, up to a certain level, the tensor product grid corresponding to the total degree multi-index set. Here, the SG level is chosen such that the number of points in the grid is at least twice the total degrees of freedom of the polynomials in each approximation. Fig. 2a shows a 2D SG. We observe that many points of the SG are collinear, violating the linear independence assumption from section 3. Hence, for the chosen SG levels, the Hessian matrix of the fitting problem in Eq. (10) is singular. Because of the null space, there are multiple minimizers that result in unbounded values for p and q. We overcome this issue by adding a 
where a and b are the coefficients of the monomial basis expansion of p(x) and q(x), respectively. To choose σ, we ran Algorithm 4.1 with Eq. (14) to approximate the data sampled with SG. We found σ to be in the vicinity of 10 −1 for all test functions using the L-curve method. An example plot of the L-curve for Function A.5.16 interpolation data is shown in Fig. 3 . When using the SG interpolation points, we observe that Algorithm 4.1 takes only one iteration to converge to a pole-free rational approximation. This is shown in the top plot of Fig. 4 . However, penalizing the coefficients of the monomial basis expansions of p(x) and q(x) results in a high testing error thereby deteriorating the approximation quality, as shown in the bottom plot of Fig. 4 , which is undesirable.
When using LHS, each independent dimension is sampled by using an even sampling method, and then these samples are randomly combined to obtain the sample data. Fig. 2b shows one such 2D LHS sample.
The advantage of LHS is that the interpolation points are not collinear. This results in a Hessian matrix of full rank for the fitting problem in Eq. (10) and hence does not require the regularization term to be added.
However, the number of iterations of Algorithm 4.1 over noise-free LHS data is on average five times the number of iterations over noise-free SG data (see Fig. 6 ).
We observe that almost all the minimizers of q(x) found in each iteration of Algorithm 4.1 lie on the faces of the domain as shown in Fig. 5 . Hence, when SG places a number of points on the face of the domain, the number of spurious poles is minimized, which on average requires fewer iterations of Algorithm 4.1. So ideally, we want to use a sampling strategy that covers the faces and the inside of the domain evenly such that the points are not collinear, thereby combining the best features of SG and LHS.
The authors of [42] proposed the maximin augmented nested Latin hypercube design sampling strategy to maximize prediction accuracy. In this strategy, the samples are constructed by augmenting nested LHDs with additional parameters using a modified smart swap algorithm such that the final design satisfies the maxmin property. However, the required properties of the samples to satisfy our goal are simpler, and we therefore use our decoupled Latin hypercube design. We construct nested LHDs over all the 2n facets of the domain with dimension n − 1; in other words, one of the dimensions in each face's sample is fixed.
Because these samples are LHDs, the points are not collinear. In order to cover the inside of the domain, an augmented LHD is obtained inside the n-dimensional hyper-rectangle. These two steps are independent.
Even though the samples on each face and inside the domain satisfy the maxmin property, we do not require that the final design satisfy the maxmin property. We call this sampling strategy decoupled Latin Hypercube Design (d-LHD).
In d-LHD, the number of points sampled is still twice the degrees of freedom of the polynomials in each approximation, namely, K = 2(α n (M ) + α n (N )). On the 2n faces, there is a n − 1 dimensional rational function; hence, the number of points sampled along each face of the domain is given as
and the number of points sampled inside the domain is given as
Thus, the d-LHD samples points on each face as well as the inside of the domain as illustrated in Fig. 2c . Fig. 4 , however,the testing error of the approximation obtained by using SG is much higher than those obtained using LHS and d-LHD. Table 1 shows statistics for the number of iterations performed over all test functions in Table A .5. Fitting the approximation to data sampled using SG takes only one iteration, but it causes a higher testing error compared with the other two strategies (see Fig. 4 ). Additionally, Table A .5 performed by Algorithm 4.1 over noise-free data sampled using LHS and d-LHD strategies. When the data is sampled by using SG, the number of iterations is 1 for all functions. However, the testing error of the approximation obtained by using SG for all functions is much higher than those obtained by using LHS and d-LHD (see electronic supplement ??). For almost all functions, Algorithm 4.1 takes fewer iterations over data sampled using d-LHD, which is evident from the median and the geometric mean. However, the average number of iterations over Function A.5.18 data sampled by using d-LHD is 80.4 whereas that over data sampled by using LHS is 26.4. This outlier makes the arithmetic mean look better for the LHS strategy. The corresponding results for each function can be found in the electronic supplement ??. Fig. 6 ) without compromising the approximation quality (see the bottom plot of Fig. 4 ). Hence, in the remainder of this section, we present results for the approximations performed with data sampled by d-LHD. The results corresponding to the other sampling strategies can be found in the electronic supplement ????.
Statistic

Comparison of Approximation Quality
In this section, we evaluate the ability of constraints in Algorithm 4.1 to remove spurious poles and compare the quality of our rational approximations. More specifically, we examine the number of spurious poles detected and its effect on the testing error in the three rational approximation approaches. Then, we compare the quality of the rational approximations with the polynomial approximation by comparing their testing errors.
Ability to Remove Spurious Poles
In this section, we compare the number of spurious poles found in the three rational approximation approaches, since we are interested in separating the error due to these poles from the actual approximation error. Detecting these poles is difficult, however, because multivariate rational approximations are more complicated than univariate ones. They may have unaccountably many singular points, and these singularities are typically never isolated. Hence, to perform this comparison, we find the testing points near poles or polelike points that have large function deviations. As shown in Fig. 5 , the minimizers of q l (x) in each iteration of Algorithm 4.1 tend to be on the boundary of the domain. Hence, we choose the testing points randomly on the faces of the domain in addition to randomly chosen points inside of the domain. For these testing points, we define W r,t as the index set of points whose absolute approximated value is much larger than the corresponding absolute value of the function indicating a possible spurious pole. More formally, we define W r,t as:
where x (j) and x (k) are testing points on the face and inside of the domain respectively, j ∈ I (f c) , k ∈ Table A .5 for different relative noise levels . The data is sampled with d-LHD. Each bar represents the average number of polelike points found when t ≥ 10 2 . The average number of polelike points found when t ≥ 10 3 is shown as a hatched bar. The average number of polelike points found when 10 2 ≤ t < 10 3 is shown as a faded bar. The number of polelike points found in r 3 (x) is 0 for all noise levels. Fig. 7 shows the average number of polelike points found over all functions in Table A .5 when the interpolation data for these functions was sampled by using d-LHD. The number of polelike points per function in Table A .5 for d-LHD, SG, and LHS-based approximations is given in the electronic supplement ??. We observe polelike points in r 1 (x) and r 2 (x) for noise-free and noisy interpolation data. In contrast, the approximation, r 3 (x) does not have these polelike points. As discussed in section 4.1, this is due to the iterative removal of poles by Algorithm 4.1 by design, thereby giving a pole-free r 3 (x). When no noise is added to the interpolation data, that is, when = 0, the number of pole-like points found on the faces of the domain is larger than inside of the domain in r 1 (x) and r 2 (x). This difference is more prominent when the interpolation data are sampled by using LHS. The number of polelike points found in r 1 (x) and r 2 (x) on the face is 24% higher than those found on the inside whereas this difference is only 8.5% when the interpolation data are sampled by using d-LHD. The reason is that LHS samples fewer interpolation points on the faces of the domain, causing the LHS-based approximations to be less accurate on the boundary of the domain, especially when the function domain is in close proximity to the true poles. Also, this result is consistent with our earlier observation that the minimizers found in each iteration of Algorithm 4.1 tend to lie on the face of the domain.
In the presence of noise, that is, when = 0 the number of polelike points found in r 1 (x) and r 2 (x) increase inside as well as on the faces of the domain. As above, r 3 (x) does not suffer from spurious poles.
The number of polelike points found for r 2 (x) is much higher than for r 1 (x). As discussed before, the reason is that multivariate rational approximations are more complicated than univariate ones. Their singularities are never isolated; and even if we eliminate unnecessary degrees of freedom, they will still, in general, have unaccountably many singular points. This problem is only compounded when the input data are noisy.
Thus, we cannot hope that the degree-reduction approach will work as well in the multivariate case as it does in the univariate case. On the other hand, the optimization approach by design eliminates poles in D. Table A .5 of rational and polynomial approximations. The data are sampled with d-LHD, and is the level of relative noise added to the data. Since the scale of the error for each function is different, the error is first normalized to a 0-1 scale before calculating each statistic over all functions. The corresponding results for each function can be found in the electronic supplement ??. To better compare the testing error, we divide it into two parts: the component due to poles and the remainder. Given the definition of W r,t in Eq. (17), the error due to polelike points is defined as
Comparison of the Testing Error
and the error not due to polelike points is
The testing error for the three rational approximations r 1 (x), r 2 (x), and r 3 (x), as well as the polynomial approximation p(x) is given in Fig. 8 and Table 2 . The data for these plots are given in the electronic supplement ??. In order to ensure a fair comparison, the degrees of freedom are the same among the rational approximations. The degrees of freedom of the polynomial approximation are at least as large as those of the rational approximation. For the rational approximations, the error due to pole-like points is given for the threshold value of t = 10 2 . From Table 2 , we observe that the approximation r 3 (x) performs best overall for all functions and all noise levels. More specifically, the approximation r 3 (x) has the lowest error when there is no noise or there are high levels of noise in the interpolation data. However, the quality of the approximation of r 2 (x) matches that of r 3 (x) when the level of noise is low ( = 10 −6 ). The reason is that the degree reduction in Algorithm 3.1 is able to reduce poles and and give a better-quality approximation for low noise levels. From Fig. 8 , we observe that whenever polelike points are found, their contribution to the testing error is high, as defined in Eq. (18) . The polynomial approximation yields a lower testing error than rational approximations do for the noise-free case of Function A.5.4 because Function A.5.4 is approximated by a polynomial. Conversely, for rational functions such as Function A.5.6, the rational approximations over noise-free data yield better testing errors than the polynomial approximation does. Moreover, for rational functions, the errors without polelike points in approximations r 1 (x) and r 2 (x) is on the order of 10 −8 and is lower than 10 −6 for r 3 (x). We believe the reason is that the approximations r 1 (x) and r 2 (x) are obtained from Algorithm 3.1, whose orthonormal basis implementation is numerically more accurate than the constrained optimization approach of Algorithm 4.1 in the monomial basis. We also observe that the testing errors of the approximations of noise-free data of Function A.5.15 show trends similar to those described above for the rational functions. The reason is that the denominator of this function approximates to a polynomial of degree 4 and has the unit of physical energy E 4 . Since Function A.5.15 is unitless, the numerator also has a unit of E 4 . Thus, the entire function can be approximated by a rational function with numerator of degree 4 and denominator of degree 4 [37, 38] . For other functions, the approximation r 3 (x) over noise-free data performs better than the other approximations due to the lack of spurious poles as well as due to better goodness of fit.
Generally all approximations for noise-free data are better than for noisy data. For r 1 (x) and r 2 (x), one reason is the higher number of polelike points in the noisy data case. Another reason is the poor quality of the fit of the approximations to the data. This is because the degrees of freedom are the same in both the noise-free and the noisy data cases. Hence, for higher levels of noise, the approximation underfits the data because there may not be any spare degrees of freedom to fit the data and the noise. We would prefer to prevent overfitting the data, but for high noise levels, more degrees of freedom may be required in order to better fit the data. are functions whose denominator is a polynomial. The multistart time clearly dominates the total time taken by Algorithm 4.1. 
Computational Effort of Computing Approximations
In this section, we compare the computational effort required to compute all four approximations. Fig. 9 and Table 3 show the total CPU time taken by the four approximation approaches when the interpolation data are sampled by using d-LHD. In Fig. 9 each bar is the average CPU time, and the error bars at the top of each bar indicate the standard deviation. The time taken by Algorithm 4.1 is split into the time taken to fit the data by solving Eq. (10) and the time to perform the global minimization of q(x) by using the multistart approach across all iterations. Because the CPU times are generally consistent across the different noise levels, we show the results only for the noise-free case. The CPU times for all functions, sampling strategies and noise levels are given in the electronic supplement ??.
We observe that the multistart time of Algorithm 4.1 clearly dominates the total CPU time. The reason is that the fitting time grows with the number of iterations of Algorithm 4.1, as shown in Fig. 6 . However, the multistart time increases exponentially with the degrees of freedom, as is expected because the global optimization cost grows exponentially. On the other hand, the compute cost of the other approaches grows more slowly with the degrees of freedom because these algorithms are polynomial in time. Despite the computation overhead, the cost of obtaining r 3 (x) may be negligible when they are used as surrogates for the expensive simulations of the physics processes, as we show in the next section.
Summary of Computational Results
From our experiments, we conclude that among the sampling strategies considered, d-LHD performs the best when the goal is to fit a rational approximation to data generated from a black box. We found this result to be true even when d-LHD was compared with the uniform random sampling of points over the domain. The d-LHD method samples both on the faces and on the inside of the domain evenly and requires only a few interpolation points more than the degrees of freedom of the approximation. This is especially useful for applications whose function evaluations are computationally extremely expensive (minutes to hours per evaluation). We also find that the approximations based on d-LHD-generated samples require overall fewer iterations of Algorithm 4.1 and produce better-quality approximations than the LHS-based approximations do.
The approximation approach using Algorithm 3.1 with and without degree reduction is computationally more efficient than the approach using Algorithm 4.1. However, our goal was do develop an approximation method for computationally expensive simulations that performs overall well when the underlying simulation function is unknown (black box). Thus, the computational overhead of the algorithms is negligible; and when applied to a true black-box simulation, Algorithm 4.1 is more likely to give low errors, in particular when the interpolation data are noisy. More specifically, no spurious poles are found in r 3 (x)
for nonrational functions as well as noisy problems, and the goodness of fit of r 3 (x) is much better than r 1 (x) or r 2 (x). We note here that these claims are based on the assumption that the data are sampled over a domain that does not include any true poles.
The approximation using Algorithm 4.1 is computationally more expensive than the other approaches because it solves a harder problem of removing the poles iteratively. Most of this expense is due to the multistart optimization whose time grows exponentially with the degrees of freedom since it is tasked to the perform global minimization of q(x). As we will see in the next section, however, the additional time to get a pole-free and a superior quality of approximation is a small price to pay considering that this approximation replaces expensive simulations of the physics processes.
Rational Approximation for High Energy Physics
A common problem in HEP is to infer information on unobservable parameters, x, from experimentally measured data, d. Typically, this is achieved by using a dedicated physics simulation program and statistical measures. Since it is particularly well suited for rational approximations, we will discuss a measure called "binned likelihood" in which the measured and the simulated data take on the form of histograms with the same binning [43] . The binning of the histogram is driven by experimental constraints such as how precise the quantity in question can actually be measured. An illustrative example of the problem setup is shown in Fig. 10 . Counts a.u.
Experimentally observed data Simulated observed data at x (1) Simulated observed data at x (2) Figure 10 : Illustration of a typical problem setup in particle physics. Shown are histogram skylines of observable experimental data (black) with observable predictions coming from simulations at different points x (k) in the same parameter space (blue and red).
Numerical comparisons of the experimental with the simulated quantities are typically used to infer quantitative statements on the (unobservable) parameters of the simulation. Here, for example,, one would be interested in finding parameter points x such that the corresponding simulation prediction resembles the experimental observation.
In our example, the simulation predicts how postulated dark matter particles interact with a Xenonbased detector in a process called "direct detection" (see [44, Sec. 26] ). Our physics simulation has three parameters, x = (m χ , c + , c π ), which represent the dark matter particle mass and two couplings to ordinary as the product of independent Poisson processes over all bins (generalized for noninteger variables):
where the N b (x (k) ) denote the simulated quantities for a point x (k) that correspond to the d b ; in other words, one simulation returns the values for all bins.
By numerically maximizing Eq. (20), we infer information about the parameters x or regions of the parameter space that yields simulated data consistent with their experimentally observed counterpart. We use MultiNest [47, 48, 49] for this purpose, which requires the evaluation of Eq. (20) at tens of thousands 2 of x (k) to succeed. The computational cost of this operation is driven by the cost to obtain N b (x (k) ) and can be substantial.
In the following we will discuss how rational approximations can be used to significantly reduce the required CPU cost of maximizing the likelihood. We will show results for rational approximations of degree M = 4, N = 4 as well as polynomial approximations of degree 7. 3 First, we calculate separate rational approximations r b (x) that approximates N b (x) for each bin b. This calculation requires evaluating the exact simulation at sufficiently many training points. We use N point = 500 points sampled using the Latin hypercube method from the parameter space, x (k) , k = 1, · · · , N points , at which we evaluate N b (x (k) ), k = 1, · · · , N points . We compute the r b from the input-output data pairs
for b = 1, . . . , N bins .
By replacing the expensive simulations to obtain N b (x (k) ) with cheap-to-evaluate rational (or polynomial) approximations r b in Eq. (20) we can define an approximate likelihood:
The maximization of Eq. (20) and Eq. (22) requires about 30,000 evaluations of L(x (k) |d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d N bins ) and
L(x (k) |d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d N bins ), respectively. The run time of the latter is, however, about a factor 50 faster (Table 4 ).
To demonstrate that the results obtained with the rational approximations r b are in agreement with the full simulation, we present our results in terms of two-dimensional profile-likelihood projections (Fig. 11) .
We limit the discussion to the projection onto the c π − c + plane because it exhibits the most interesting pat- 2 The dimension of the problem and the convergence criteria of the MultiNest algorithm strongly influence the number of required function calls. 3 The degree is chosen such that the number of coefficients is comparable to the number of coefficients used in the rational approximations. The top-left plot (Fig. 11a) shows the result obtained with the full simulation Eq. (20) . We observe two ridges of equal likelihood, meaning that there are very different parameter combinations that are equally in agreement with the experimentally observed data. This is our ground truth for comparison with the approximation based results.
The result obtained with pole-free (Algorithm 4.1) rational approximations in Fig. 11b is in excellent agreement with the ground truth both qualitatively and quantitatively. The rational approximations obtained with Eq. (4), shown in Fig. 11c , demonstrates the impact of spurious poles: although we find qualitative similarities with the ground truth, the poles that are present in some of the r b lead to a complete distortion of the evaluated likelihoods and therefore to a quantitatively wrong interpretation. For completeness, we show in Fig. 11d the result obtained with polynomials of order 7. It clearly shows the advantage of rational approximations since the polynomial approximations are apparently not able to capture the true likelihood at all. Thus, the information inferred by using the polynomial approximation would be misleading.
Conclusions
We have presented two approaches for computing rational approximations for computationally expensive black-box functions. Our first approach uses linear algebra to construct the rational approximation, but it does not guarantee that the approximation is pole free. Our second approach exploits a semi-infinite optimization problem formulation that leads to accurate rational approximations without poles.
Our numerical study shows that the selection of interpolation points for fitting the approximations has a major impact on the approximation error and the number of iterations taken by the pole-free rational approximation. We find that a Latin hypercube design that is augmented with sample points on the boundary of the parameter domain leads to improved approximations more efficiently. We hypothesize that this is due to close proximity of the function domain to the true poles and the approximations fare poorly without the sample points on the boundary. We showed that for a variety of analytic fast-to-compute test problems with and without noise the rational approximations generally perform better than the polynomial approximations do. The result was further confirmed by approximating data generated from an expensive HEP simulation. The polynomial did not capture the true underlying functional relationship at all. Thus, for (d) Result with polynomial approximation Figure 11 : Two-dimensional profile-likelihood projections of a 3-dimensional parameter space with superplot [50] . Regions of higher likelihood are shown darker. The data are normalized to the maximum likelihood observed before plotting. We compare the result obtained with the full physics simulation (Fig. 11a ) to the result obtained when using pole-free rational approximations (M = 4, N = 4) calculated with the semi-infinite approach (Fig. 11b ). Fig. 11c shows the effect of poles in the relevant parameter domain. The poles are visible as dark dots. For completeness, Fig. 11d shows the result when using polynomial approximations with a similar number of coefficients as in Fig. 11b .
black-box simulations whose true underlying functional forms are unknown, using a polynomial may lead to incorrect conclusions.
An outstanding challenge for using rational approximations is the determination of the "correct" polynomial degrees in the numerator and denominator. We have experimented with a heuristic method to determine these degrees, but noisy data pose an additional challenge, and more research is needed.
The structural constraint considered in the pole-free rational approximation is mitigating poles through enforcing non-negativity of the denominator q(x). Other structural constraints arise in the solution of chance-constraint optimization, where we wish to approximate an empirical cumulative density function.
By construction, the function should be monotonic, which again imposes a constraint on the rational approximation. Such structural constraints should also be modeled in the future.
The rational approximations require a minimum number of interpolation points to fit the model. One drawback is in obtaining these interpolation points, since the number of points required increases significantly with the number of parameters and the degrees of the polynomials of the approximation. Hence, obtaining these interpolation points may become computationally too expensive. Additionally, the multistart global optimization of the denominator q(x) in the pole-free rational approximation will become computationally significantly more expensive as the number of parameters increase. We have tested problems with up to 7 parameters, but especially in high energy physics dozens of parameters are commonly encountered. Thus, the question of scalability of the proposed rational approximation approaches must be addressed in the future. The submitted manuscript has been created by UChicago Argonne, LLC, Operator of Argonne National Laboratory (Argonne). Argonne, a U.S. 
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